Similarities in melittin functional group reactivities during self-association and association with lipid bilayers.
Competitive labeling of melittin over a range of concentrations in the presence and absence of liposomes provides a series of "snapshots" of the chemical reactivities of melittin's intrinsic nucleophiles. Distinct trends in apparent reactivities were observed for the Gly-1 alpha-amino group and the epsilon-amino groups of Lys-7 and Lys-21 and -23, over a range of concentrations, providing evidence for different forms of associated melittin in solution. The monomer-tetramer transition can be followed, in accord with structural details derived from X-ray crystallography. The reactivity behavior of the alpha-amino group of Gly-1 and the epsilon-amino groups of Lys-21 and Lys-23 suggests these groups undergo similar perturbations in their microenvironments during the monomer-tetramer transition in free solution. Similar changes in reactivity behavior occur upon association of melittin monomers with bilayer-forming lipids. Together, these findings suggest that the local environments of the N- and C-terminal segments have similar physicochemical properties in both the solution tetramer and the lipid-associated complex. The concentration dependence of the chemical properties of melittin is correlated with surface accessibility calculations which are used to provide a framework for interpretation. Aspects of several previously proposed models of membrane lysis can be accounted for by concentration-dependent properties of melittin.